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Abstract

The continuous increase in the demand for electricity and the desire to transition to a green economy has encouraged most nations to target the improvement of renewable energy generation. The measure of the environmental capability of a nation in the last decade has been based on its renewable energy and energy efficiency [1]. This is because the energy security of a nation is guaranteed when there is a well-balanced mix of the various types of renewable energy technologies, including wind, solar, geothermal, and biomass [2].

ABSTRACT

For South Africa, an increase in energy demand is associated with higher CO₂ emissions. In order to overcome this challenge, the government started the Renewable Energy Independent Power Producer Procurement Programme (REI4P) to allow easy integration of renewable energy technologies into the existing energy mix. The country has an abundant solar resource, and the potential to harvest this resource through concentrating solar power (CSP) has been proven. 600 MW of CSP have been bought in the REI4P, but the future of CSP in SA looks bleak, as the government's recent Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) updates gave no allocation to new CSP plants beyond 2030. Very few CSP plants are connected to the grid, and there is limited research and literature on its learning effect and economics of scale. This study analyses the state of CSP and uses a mathematical relationship to determine the progress ratio, the learning effect, and the likely future of CSP in South Africa. The results address the difficulties involved in determining the learning effect of CSP.

OPSOMMING

Vir Suid-Afrika word 'n toename in die vraag na energie geassosieer met hoër CO₂-uitlate. Om hierdie uitdaging te oorkom, het die regering die Renewable Energy Independent Power Producer Procurement Program (REI4P) begin om maklike integrasie van hernubare energie tegnologieë in die bestaande energiemengsel moontlik te maak. Die land het 'n oorvloed in sonkrag, en die potensiaal om hierdie hulpbron te benut deur konsentrasie van sonkrag (CSP) is alreeds bewys. 600 MW CSP is in met die REI4P gekoop, maar die toekoms van CSP in SA lyk bleak, aangesien die regering se onlangs opdaterings van die Geïntegreerde Hulpbronplan (IRP) geen toewysing na nuwe CSP-aanlegte gedoen het nie. Baie min CSP-aanlegte is verbond met die netwerk, en daar is beperkte navorsing en literatuur oor sy leer-effek en skaalbesparing. Hierdie studie analyseer die stand van CSP en gebruik 'n wiskundige verhouding om die vorderingsverhouding, die leer effek, en die waarskynlike toekoms van CSP in Suid-Afrika te bepaal. Die resultate spreek die probleme aan in die bepaling van die leer-effek van CSP.

1 INTRODUCTION

The continuous increase in the demand for electricity and the desire to transition to a green economy has encouraged most nations to target the improvement of renewable energy generation. The measure of the environmental capability of a nation in the last decade has been based on its renewable energy and energy efficiency [1]. This is because the energy security of a nation is guaranteed when there is a well-balanced mix of the various types of renewable energy technologies, including wind, solar, geothermal, and biomass [2].
The annual solar irradiation received by South Africa (SA) is one of the highest in the world, making solar energy a realistic technology in the generation of clean energy, complementing the existing grid, and reducing carbon emissions [3]. There are two ways in which solar energy technologies have been deployed to generate electricity: solar photovoltaic (PV) technologies, and concentrating solar power (CSP) technologies [4]. SA has been identified as one of the best locations in the world for CSP technologies, especially in the Northern Cape Province of the country, where the annual direct normal irradiance (DNI) received varies between 2800 to 3000 kWh/m²/year [5]-[8].

In order to achieve its year 2030 goal of 43 per cent supply from renewable energy, the SA Department of Energy (DOE) rolled out sets of bids to regularise the RET cost [9], [10]. The sets of windows 1, 2, 3, 3.5, and 4 have proven the economic viability of CSP, as they generated an investment capital of up to ZAR 53 billion [11]. During the fifth bid windows, 600 MW of CSP was bought, and 200 MW is already connected to the grid, while the remaining 400 MW plants are either under construction or in development [12]. The cost of CSP electricity at the first bid window was relatively lower than that of PV, but it is of interest to note that, as the bid windows progressed, PV and other RETs experienced drastic reductions in their costs, while the cost of electricity from CSP remained fairly expensive [10], [11], [13].

Despite the challenges of a high tariff and relatively low adoption, CSP offers some unique advantages over many other RETs. For example, CSP can store its energy; the technology is therefore dispatchable and so offers flexibility in energy distribution. The CSP power block also uses the existing principles of power generation, and can use existing conventional power generation facilities; it can therefore easily be incorporated into existing plant designs to form hybrid systems [14]. It is important, therefore, to analyse the present and the future cost of CSP based on the existing data in SA. This can be used to develop strategies to maximise the available solar resources to meet South Africa’s future energy demand.

This paper uses the existing limited data on CSP in SA to analyse the present and future costs of various capital subsystems of the CSP technology; develops a learning effect; and describes the current and future economics of CSP in SA.

1.1 Objectives of this paper

This paper seeks to analyse the present state of CSP cost evaluation parameters and the capital expenditure (CAPEX) of CSP, in order to present the learning rate/experience rate of CSP in SA. It also seeks to analyse data retrieved from reputable sources to determine the trend and the future cost of CSP in SA. The paper thus answers the following questions:

1. What is the current state of CSP in SA?
2. What are the existing economic indicators for CSP viability in SA?
3. What are the present and future costs of CSP subsystems?
4. What is the CSP learning rate in terms of competitiveness in SA?
5. What is the way forward?

1.2 Paper outline

The main barriers faced by CSP are no different from the general ones faced by most RETs. These include: efficiency, finance, breaking the carbon lock-in effect, and adoption and deployment.

The study presented in this paper analyses the state of CSP in SA for the levelised cost of electricity (LCOE) and the future cost of systems. The study presents a deployment strategy for market adoption of CSP in SA. The first part of the study shows the cost of electricity in SA and presents the need for more RET deployment, while the second part shows the future cost of CSP plant development in SA based on global forecasts and roadmaps.

The data and method used in this study are based on the analysis of existing reports on CSP in SA by various reputable organisations and research centres. Some of the studies reviewed in this paper include local and international reports ([10], [11], [13], [15]-[28]), academic publications, Eskom publications, SA DOE reports, World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) 2015 reports, South Africa Renewable Energy Conference (SAIREC) 2015 reports, studies done at Solar Thermal Energy Research Group (STERG), Southern Africa Solar Energy Conference (SASEC) publications, European Solar Thermal Electricity Association (ESTELA) Outlook, the World Energy Outlook, and the Energy Technology Perspective (ETP) blue map.
2 STATE OF CSP

CSP is a type of solar technology that relies only on direct radiation from the sun, which is the direct normal irradiance (DNI). The global capacity of the technology stood at 4.8 GW at the end of 2015, as shown in Figure 1, while the regional growth and future projections of CSP based on regional analysis are presented in Figure 2.

![Figure 1: Global installed CSP capacity [29]](image1)

![Figure 2: Regional growth of CSP [30]](image2)

There are seven CSP plants with a total capacity of 600 MW in SA, in various phases of construction, commissioning, and operation. When all the plants are operational, they are expected to prevent carbon emissions of about 1.5 million tonnes per year, while their average payback period is 20 years. Currently, the cost of electricity from CSP in SA is based on a two-tier tariff: a base rate, and a peak rate [31]. The two-tier tariff was a modification of the initial single tariff plan. The cost of electricity from CSP increases by 270 per cent of the base rate during peak hours. Figure 3 shows the base hour cost as 1.82 and 1.70 ZAR/KWh, and the peak hour cost as 4.91 and 4.58 ZAR/KWh, in windows 3 and 4 respectively.

![Figure 3: Average bid price for CSP](image3)
The DNI resources at a CSP site have a great influence on the cost of CSP electricity at that location [4], [32]-[34]. With the available solar resources in SA, CSP has the potential to attain the lowest electricity cost under favourable policies and support [5], [8], [33]. The technology type, capacity, and locations of various CSP plants in SA are presented in Table 1, while the locations of the plants are presented in the solar map in Figure 4.

**Table 1: State of CSP in SA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Window no</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Capacity (MW)</th>
<th>Owner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>KaXu</td>
<td>Trough</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Abengoa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Khi</td>
<td>Tower</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Abengoa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Bokpoort</td>
<td>Trough</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>ACWA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>Ilangaletu 1</td>
<td>Trough</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Emvelo + Cobra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kathu</td>
<td>Trough</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Engie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>Redstone</td>
<td>Tower</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>ACWA + SolarReserve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>Bids accepted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 4: CSP locations in SA](image_url)

3 CSP COST EVALUATION PARAMETERS

3.1 Levelised cost of electricity

Levelised cost of electricity (LCOE) is a widely accepted metric for comparing different energy sources, as its analysis is based on weighted cost average [35]-[37]. LCOE can be simply defined as the ratio of the total cost that goes into a project over its lifetime to the energy produced over the same period [38].

LCOE analysis can be good enough to equate the value of energy cost among RET, but the basic value of energy — the fluctuations in the demand and supply of electricity — is not well accounted for in the LCOE calculations [39]. This omission means that the LCOE does not take into account the strengths of energy sources such as CSP, with the extra added value or ability to supply energy on request. The general input factors to determine the LCOE of CSP are shown in Figure 5.
The factors that affect the determination of the LCOE for RETs are different from those of conventional fossil fuel energy sources [40], [41]. CSP, for instance, has a high initial investment capital, a relatively low operational and maintenance cost, and little or no fuel cost. Conventional energy sources, on the other hand, have high costs for fuel, but need relatively little initial start-up capital. Also, CSP costs are independent of the fluctuating fossil fuel price and more sensitive to investment capital and payback periods, while the cost of conventional energy is dictated by global fossil fuel prices [35], [42], [43].

A simple LCOE formula based on the existing analysis is presented in Equation 1:

\[ \text{LCOE} = \frac{\text{CRF} \times \text{CAPEX}_{\text{total}} + \text{OPEX} + k_{\text{fuel}} \cdot E_{\text{e,a}}}{E_{\text{e,a}}} \]  

The capital recovery factor (CRF) in Equation 1 is the ratio of the present value of annuity with a discount rate (r) to the present value of the future sum of money to be repaid:

\[ \text{CRF} = \frac{k_d(1+k_d)^n}{(1+k_d)^n-1} + k_{\text{insurance}} \]  

CAPEX in Equation 1 is the capital expenditure; \( k_{\text{insurance}} \) is the annual insurance rate; OPEX is the operational expenditure; \( k_{\text{fuel}} \) is the fuel cost (which is zero for the CSP technology); \( E_{\text{e,a}} \) is the annual net electricity generation; and \( k_d \) is the annual debt interest rate.

3.2 Levelised profit of energy

The levelised profit of energy (LPOE) was used by Silinga, Gauché, Rudman & Cebecauer [31] to determine the feasibility of CSP systems in SA. The LPOE is a function of the total income from a CSP plant, the operation and maintenance (O&M) costs, and the total capital cost, over the economic lifetime of the plant. A loan discount rate and the time value of money can be included in these calculations to levelise the cost. The LPOE can then be determined using Equation 3:

\[ \text{LPOE} = \frac{\sum_{t=1}^{n} E_{t} \times \left( \frac{E_{t} + OPEX + F_{t}}{(1+r)^t} \right)}{\sum_{t=1}^{n} E_{t} \times \left( \frac{1}{(1+r)^t} \right)} \]  

\( E_t \) is the electricity generation in year t; \( F_t \) is the fuel cost; n is the life time of the plant; and \( I_t \) is the investment in year t. \( E_{t} \) is the energy income in year t and r is the discount rate.

The LPOE can be used to determine the profitability of CSP under various loading scenarios. In their analysis, Silinga et al. [31] proved that CSP will be profitable in SA if most of its supply to the grid is during peak hours. This is understandable, because if CSP generates heat during the day, supplies a minimal amount of energy to the grid, and saves the rest for peak hours it will maximise the peak
hour tariff, which is 270 per cent of the base tariff. This will lead to a more profitable CSP sector, which can drive a ‘pull’ that will make the sector competitive.

3.3 DNI, LCOE, and LPOE

As stated before, the available DNI at a CSP plant’s location has a significant impact on both the LCOE and the LPOE of the plant [31], [37], [44], [45]. In its report, The International Energy Agency (IEA) [15] showed that when a baseline of 2100 kWh/m²/year (Spain’s average DNI) is assumed, the calculated LCOE of a CSP plant declines by 4.5 per cent for every 100 kWh/m²/year that the DNI exceeds 2100. An analysis of DNI as a function of LCOE was extrapolated from IEA data [15], [17], to determine the future LCOE in SA as a function of the DNI. An average DNI of 2800 kWh/m²/year was set for SA, resulting in a lower LCOE than expected, as shown in Figure 6. The LCOE cost of CSP in SA in 2050, according to this analysis, would be about 29 USD/MWh, compared with the current LCOE cost of 120 USD/MWh [46].

![Figure 6: LCOE from CSP plants, in USD/MWh, under three different DNI levels in USD/MWh. Author’s calculations based on projected evolution of IEA [16], and on Hernández-Moro & Martinez-Duart [35].](image)

3.4 Specific investment cost of CSP

The specific investment cost of CSP in this study refers to the theoretical cost of investment that should be involved in CSP development in other locations, based on DNI variance. The available DNI in a plant location can serve as an indicator of the difference in the investment cost compared with other locations [2], [47], [48]. In Equation 4, the DNI in Spain and SA were compared with CSP cost to determine the specific investment cost of CSP electricity in SA. The average DNI of 2800 kWh/m²/yr in Upington in the Northern Cape Province of SA was compared with the 2090 kWh/m²/yr DNI in Southern Spain (with the highest installed CSP capacity) [49]. CSP was widely deployed in Spain in 2010 as a result of the feed-in tariff that the government had introduced. The feed-in tariff of EUR 250/MWh (USD 34.8 cents/kWh) [17] for Spain in 2010 was then used, and the 2010 specific cost/tariff of CSP in SA was found to be USD 25.9 cents/kWh, which was seven per cent lower than the actual SA CSP feed-in tariff of 27.85 USD cents/kWh in the year 2009 [50].

\[
C_{SA} = C_{Spain}(I_{Spain}/I_{SA})
\]

The actual investment cost of CSP in SA in 2010 was 3.6 USD/kWh for CSP plants with no storage, 5.75 USD/kWh for six hours of storage, and 6.75 USD/kWh for plants with nine hours of storage [24]. However, the investment costs for parabolic trough CSP in SA in 2010, based on the analysis in this study, were 3.3, 5.3, and 6.2 USD/kWh for CSP plants with no storage, six hours of storage, and nine hours of storage respectively. This deviation, combined with a low local manufacturing capability for CSP components in 2010, may have contributed to the reduction in the learning rate of CSP in SA.

The expected future capital cost of CSP electricity in SA in 2050 will be 4700 USD/kW for a solar tower plant with energy storage of six to eight hours and a capacity of factor of 0.6-0.8, based on all the learning analysis presented in this section.
The current capital cost of the tower technology type of CSP is between 6800 USD/kW AND 12800 USD /kW, with energy storage of four to eight hours and a capacity factor of 0.4-0.8 [51].

4 CSP COST EVOLUTION

4.1 Experience curve and cumulative installed capacity

The experience curve explains that, whenever production doubles, the cost of a product is reduced by a certain percentage [52], [53]. In the case of CSP, it can be referred to as the reduction that occurs in the cost of CSP when the cumulative installed CSP capacity doubles. The experience curve can be related to the global cumulative installed capacity to highlight the present cost evolution, which can then be used to predict the future cost of development [15]. Experience curves can also be viewed as learning curves that represent cost reduction as a function of production – [52], [54], [55]. An important variable in the analysis of the learning curve is the learning rate (LR), which Hernández-Moro and Martínez-Duart [35] defined as the percentage cost reduction that happens when the global cumulative installed capacity doubles. The relationship between the global cumulative installed capacity, q, and the cost of the same system, C, at a reference year, Y₀, and a future year, Yₓ, is shown in Equation 5a:

$$C(Yₓ) = C(Y₀) \left( \frac{q(Yₓ)}{q(Y₀)} \right)^{-b} \quad (5a)$$

Nemet [57] defined the b in Equation 5a as a function of learning rate (LR), which he expressed as:

$$b = \log(LR - 1)/\log 2 \quad (5b)$$

Therefore, Equations 5a and 5b can be rewritten in terms of progress ratio, P, as

$$C(Yₓ) = C(Y₀) \left( \frac{q(Yₓ)}{q(Y₀)} \right)^{-\log P/\log 2} \quad (5)$$

The reduction in the cost of CSP components has led to an overall reduction in the cost of CSP electricity. The cost has fallen globally over the years from 80 USD cents/kWh in the 1980s to around 20 to 30 USD cents/kWh in 2010, 17 to 25 USD cents/kWh in 2013, and an expected six USD cents/kWh in 2050 [15], [35], [58]. However, this cost of electricity from CSP systems varies globally, depending on the DNI resources of the location [2], [45], [59], [60].

In order to determine the economics and future cost of CSP, reliable global CSP roadmaps and outlooks were analysed. These included the IEA technology roadmap [17] and the Greenpeace reports [15], [26], [30], [61]. These studies indicated the expected global annual CSP installation to be between 5600 MW and 49000 MW by 2030 with a per kW cost of between 3.4 and 3.8 USD/kW; between 9500 MW and 75000 MW by 2040 with an electricity cost of between 2.6 and 2.8 USD/kW; and between 12000 MW and 131000 MW by 2050 with an electricity cost of between 2.5 and 2.7 USD/kW.

The rate of cost reduction of CSP electricity, R, was determined using an adapted compound growth rate, shown in Equation 6, where y is the number of reference milestone years, and the input data were from Fichtner [22], Black and Veatch [62] and WWF [61].

$$R = \left( \frac{C(Yₓ)}{C(Y₀)} \right)^{\frac{1}{y-1}} - 1 \quad (6)$$

The SA CSP cost reduction rate based on the most realistic moderate scenario was found to be 11.4 per cent. The progress ratio, P, defined as a function of the cost reduction rate, was expressed by Shouman and Khattab [2] as (P =1-R); thus, P, based on this analysis, was 0.886. Using the cost reduction rate and the progress ratio, with a DNI of 2800 kWh/m²/yr, the overall experience curve of CSP in SA was determined. As a result, the CSP cost is expected to decrease from USD 0.12 /kWh (ZAR 1.6/kWh) to USD 0.07/kWh (ZAR 1/kWh) in 2030.

4.2 Limitations to future cost analysis of CSP

CSP technology has the capability to be a major player in the future energy mix of SA, owing to the available solar resources, the CSP plant configuration, and its energy dispatchability [63]. It is hard,
however, to estimate or predict the future cost of CSP, although some studies have attempted this - for example, the study of IEA [17]. Some of the reasons for the difficulties in estimating future costs include the following:

- There are difficulties in getting real cost information for existing plants;
- The manufacturing of each plant has different cost information structures, and these are often kept confidential;
- Factors such as solar multiple, storage capacities, and solar resources, which are not general to RETs, influence the overall cost of CSP; and
- CSP electricity LCOE is difficult to analyse, as it can be country-specific.

An experience curve analysis could be based on CSP subsystems (for example, thermal energy storage, solar thermal reflector, or heat receivers), or the complete system. Trieb [1] suggests that the best way to determine the learning rate of CSP is to combine the different learning rates of the various components involved. However, the IEA [17] report showed that there is a delay in the expected 10 per cent reduction for every time the CSP global cumulative capacity doubles. These delays generally affect the cost reduction rate of other components and materials (power block and balance of plants). This makes the work of the learning rate analysis complex.

4.3 CSP learning rate for cost competitiveness

The identified growth rate, the cost reduction rate, and the progress ratio form the basis for the analysis of the CSP learning rate. These factors act together to determine how competitive the cost of CSP would be with other conventional power generating systems in the future [44], [54], [59], [64].

In this paper, we use the average of all the baseline/current situation scenarios that have been published [30], [58], [61] to suggest the expected CSP learning rate. In Figure 7, the expected annual CSP capacity to be installed, based on the current state of CSP and the projected cost between now and 2050, are plotted on the primary axis, while the projected global cumulative capacity is plotted on the secondary axis, all as a function of year.

![Figure 7: Global cost of CSP, based on best learning fit and current growth rate](image)

From Figure 7, and considering the 2015 global cumulative capacity of 4.5 GW, a 20 per cent learning rate would only be achieved if the capacity is increased to 11 GW by year 2020. The global installed capacity, which doubles between 2020 and 2030, will cause a 22 per cent reduction in the cost of installation. The annual installed capacity in Figure 7 is expected to double between 2020 and 2030, and this will be accompanied by a 25 per cent reduction in the cost of installation. In conclusion, a 20 to 30 per cent annual global cumulative growth rate will achieve a cost reduction of around 45 to 50 per cent by the year 2050.

4.4 Future of CSP capital cost

It has been proven that CSP is capital-intensive [65], [66], as the cost of investment is high. This increases the risk and often reduces confidence about getting the funds required to deploy the technology [59], [67], [68]. This section analyses the existing capital cost (or CAPEX) breakdown for...
a central receiver/tower plant, and a trough concentrating solar power plant with storage. The aim is to estimate the future cost of CAPEX and the accompanying experience curve in SA.

IRENA [51] reported that the tower technology has the greatest possibilities of LCOE cost reduction in the coming years, but argued that there is not enough data to substantiate this claim. Considering this, therefore, the analysis in this paper focuses only on the parabolic trough technologies in SA. The capital cost data breakdown of a CSP plant with dry cooling, six-hour storage, and a solar multiple of two was retrieved from Black and Veatch [62]. The costs are shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>Capital cost breakdown %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solar field</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat transfer fluid (HTF) system</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal storage</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power block</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering procurement, construction management services</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owners cost</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The CAPEX breakdown in Table 2 was used to multiply the future cost of trough plants, based on the SA CSP CAPEX forecast, to get the future cost of various CAPEX subsystems, as shown in Figure 8. The CAPEX data from Fichtner [22], WWF [58], and Black and Veatch [59] for CSP in SA were retrieved and compared with data from other sources — NREL [12] and OECD/IEA [66]. The data was validated by experts to predict the future cost and possible trend of CSP in SA. The experience curve analysis in this paper describes the whole SA CSP industry, and is not merely a cost analysis based on any participating company.

![Figure 8: The resultant future cost of the various subsystems of trough CSP plants](image)

The various subsystems that make up the capital cost of CSP, according to the analysis, will experience about 33 per cent cost reduction between now and 2040. The cost will then stabilise, and is expected to be fixed until 2050.

In SA, CSP is very promising in terms of future cost reduction; but with only three plants connected to the grid there is limited data to work with. The percentage share of the cost of a solar field in the CAPEX of a 100 MW parabolic CSP plant presented by Platzer and Dinter [54] was used to determine the specific solar field cost of the existing 100 MW plants in SA, as shown in Figure 9. The CAPEX values were based on data retrieved from Black and Veatch [62].
To get a more precise result for the current solar field cost projection of CSP in SA, a similar analysis to the one described above was performed using available data for all existing CSP trough plants in SA [12], [48], [69]-[72]. The specific solar field cost was calculated by dividing the solar field cost by the aperture area. The minimum and maximum cost deviation of -35 per cent and +15 per cent derived from Black and Veatch [62] was used, based on an IEA (2014) forecast and SA CSP project commissioning dates. The resultant specific solar field cost for all CSP plants in SA was determined.

Owing to the difficulty of a fractional breakdown of the components of power block and thermal storage, and the large disparity in the existing CAPEX fractional breakdown in the literature, only the specific solar field cost was analysed. This was done because the current solar field cost is easily comparable between the different types of plants and the various types of technologies, and can be validated from various data sources.

In Figure 10, the 50 MW plants in SA were represented by ‘X’ and the asterisk symbol (*), while the other data points represent 100 MW plants. Other subsystem cost analyses have been found to vary, based on the tenders, targets, or policies of the involved stakeholders.

There is no visible trend for the minimum and maximum specific solar field cost for the existing CSP plants in SA, as shown by the dotted lines in Figure 10. There is, however, a large spread between the costs of the solar fields for plants with the same capacity. The results also show that there are no visible experience effects, suggesting that before a CSP company can enjoy experience effects in SA, it must have successfully developed several CSP plants locally. However, based on the maximum and minimum specific solar field cost and on expert opinion, a learning rate of nine per cent may be on-going in the solar field cost for parabolic troughs in SA.
5 CONCLUSIONS

This study has highlighted the current state of CSP in SA for capacity and costs. The economic indicators of CSP, which include LCOE, LPOE, DNI, and specific costs, were discussed, and the most realistic future cost of CSP in SA was presented. Limitations to the learning effect of CSP in SA were identified; existing principles were used with limited data to develop the learning rate, progress ratio, and cost reduction rate of CSP. The study showed that there are no existing patterns in the capital costs of the existing CSP plants in SA for technology, size, solar multiple, site location, or storage capacity; this makes the experience curve analysis of the CSP industry difficult. The solar field cost, which is the most significant capital cost, was analysed independently to give an idea of what the CSP experience curve might look like. The CSP learning rate in SA was calculated, the future of capital costs was then determined, and the likely experience curve for CSP in SA was presented.

6 RECOMMENDATIONS

With vast uncultivated land and DNI resources that are second only to Chile, CSP can become a major stakeholder in the energy mix of SA in the future. A collaborative approach is needed for CSP technologies to break through in efficiency and cost, because more CSP plants need to be rolled out to allow for the learning effect, which only comes by doing.

CSP components and facilities often need to be on a large scale before they can be highly efficient [73]. In SA and other parts of the world, there are few plants, and these are often built only a few units at a time. All the existing CSP facilities are near-unique, as they were developed on site due to their fragility and size and other complexities involved in moving CSP components. This near- uniqueness, and the small number of unit constructions, slow down the lowering of cost, which would otherwise have resulted from the learning effect and the exploitation of economies of scale.

Both a demand-pull and a technology-push approach should be deployed to make the cost of CSP competitive. Demand-pull will be effective when the locally available CSP technologies are subsidised, and the economies of scale and the learning effects are allowed to drag the cost down. A better alternative is the technology-push approach, in which there is a significant increase in the funding and motivation for basic and advanced research and development on CSP and its components. The technology-push will lead to the development of new technology, with reduced cost and higher efficiency that can penetrate the market without subsidies or with reduced support.

The learning rate for CSP systems and components is highly uncertain, given the early stage of CSP technology deployment. Estimates of eight to ten per cent based on other technologies are considered conservatively realistic [1], [15].

Strategic market introduction, in terms of smart cost calculations for the peak, medium, and base load power supply, will be a positive step in the quest towards massive CSP deployment [2], [73]; calculating the cost of technological subsystems, as performed in this study, will aid the optimisation of fund distribution and cost [74], [75].
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